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 720p suraj sharma is the most dangerous man movie Q: Getting Rid Of "Azure Server Management Extension" I've got a VM running Windows Server 2012 R2 using Hyper-V for virtualization. The VM hosts a web application using IIS. The VM is running on Azure. When I look at "Cluster" through the Azure Portal, I see that the OS version is "2008R2". There is also a Server Management
Extension ("SME") installed in the VM. I would like to be rid of that server extension and to have my own copy of the OS. So, I have performed these steps: Removed the Windows Server 2008 R2 from the Azure Portal Removed the Server Extension Now I've got a copy of Windows Server 2012 R2 that only includes the hypervisor. In the Server Management Extensions, there is no "Cluster",

"Public IP", etc. However, the Azure Portal reports that the OS is Windows Server 2012 R2. Why is the Server Extension still there? What can I do to get rid of it? A: Thanks for the comment. The server is now running on Windows Server 2012 R2 Standard and there is no Server Extension. Advertisements I often ask people what they think about the US Government – and I usually get responses
such as “we’re a bunch of liberal hippies!” or “the government doesn’t work” or even “we’re a bunch of communist sheep!” But a few people always tell me that they have absolutely no idea what the government is supposed to do. “When I pay my taxes, it isn’t like I know what I’m paying it for” is a common response. Many of the conservative response to this question are bewildered at the fact that

they are paying taxes, and have no idea why. They mistakenly assume that they are paying money to pay off the ‘national debt’. But what the conservative response misses is that the government actually spends money on things that people want – which is obviously not the case with the ‘national debt’. The real issue is that people have absolutely no idea what it means to 82157476af
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